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Dear booksellers,

if you’re like me, you’ve always known that books equal happiness. now, new 

research from San francisco State university shows that books and other “experiential 

products” provide the same happiness boost as life experiences. i love that there is 

now a study proving the power of books! and particularly the kinds of books that we 

specialize in at rodale: the life-changing kinds. these really are our reason to be, and 

we make it our mission to bring these to you each and every season.

even if biking up haleakalā’s volcanic crater in hawaii is not possible for you (this 

year!), it’s thrilling to know that this amazing adventure is still within reach—

just open a copy of ian Dille’s The Cyclist’s Bucket List. can’t make it to any of 

 wanderlust’s amazing, four-day yoga retreats? Don’t worry, we include the whole 

experience for you in Jeff Krasno’s Wanderlust so you can navigate your own per-

sonal path to bliss. and, sure, reading doesn’t burn too many calories, but if you want 

the inspiration to get off the couch and get fit, we have Tone It Up from tone it up® 

founders Karena Dawn and Katrina Scott and The Better Man Project from 

Men’s Health editor-in-chief bill phillips. plus, if you want to know why maybe you 

can’t get off the couch, Dr. Holly Phillips’ Exhaustion Solution might be able to 

shed some light.

here at rodale, we aim to publish books that will help you broaden your thinking, 

improve your health, achieve peak performance, and find your true north. in fact, it’s 

our mission. and our spring list is no exception. So what are you waiting for? turn the 

page and find something to make you happy.

Mary ann naples

publisher
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tone it up
28 Days to Fit, Fierce, and Fabulous
Karena dawn and Katrina Scott

From the founders of tone it up‰, a 28-day plan for living a healthy, confident, and 
inspired life

Karena Dawn anD Katrina Scott, the founDerS of the tone it up® fitneSS anD health branD, 
have taken the world by storm with their fun, energetic, girlfriend-to-girlfriend approach to getting fit. in their 
Tone It Up book, the girls’ genuine, relatable philosophy is boiled down to a 28-day program that incorporates 
fitness routines, nutritional advice, and mental and spiritual practices to transform readers’ bodies, attitudes, 
and lives. Dawn and Scott take a holistic approach to fitness, including the same principles in their book that 
make their brand so popular—a sense of community, empowerment, and lightheartedness in every healthy, 
feel-good technique they recommend.

Dawn and Scott will help readers get:

 § Fit. With daily fitness challenges, workout plans, healthy-eating tips, and delicious recipes, 
readers will be on their way to the strong, sexy body they’re after.

 § Fierce. Dawn and Scott will empower readers to be their best self-motivators by aligning 
their minds and bodies with their intentions through visualization exercises, daily medita-
tions, confidence-boosting tips, and dares to move outside their comfort zones.

 § FabulouS. This is the fun stuff: beauty, sparkle, friendship, inspiration, joy, and all the 
things that give readers that unmistakable glow so they radiate from the inside out!

Karena Dawn and Katrina Scott are certified personal trainers, nutritional coaches, and best friends 
living a healthy, active lifestyle in Southern california. together, Dawn and Scott founded tone it up® in 2009 
and have built it into a vibrant community based around friendship, accountability, motivation, and  inspiration. 
they have appeared in numerous print publications including Cosmopolitan, People, and Self, and on television 
shows including the Today show and Access Hollywood. they live in Manhattan beach, ca.

May
iSBn 978–1–62336–569–1

PaPerBacK original $24.99 / $28.99 Can.

FitneSS

71⁄2" 3 91⁄8" • 272 pages • 54 color photographs

E-book ISBN: 978–1–62336–570–7

MarKeting
•	National author publicity

•	National radio interview campaign

•	National print features and reviews

•	Fitbie and Rodale News features

•	Online publicity and promotions

•	Social media via authors, Fitbie, Rodale Books,  
and Rodale News

•	Promoted in Rodale magazines, e-newsletters,  
and Web site

•	Promoted via author’s Web site, ToneItUp.com,  
and e-newsletters
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Sugar Smart Quick Start
The 21-Day Express Plan to Stop Cravings,  
Lose Weight, and Still Enjoy the Sweets You Love
anne alexander with Julia Vantine

From the author of The Sugar Smart Diet comes the new—faster than ever!— 
route to a sugar-smart life

Sugar iS everywhere. once confineD to canDy, DeSSertS, anD the Sugar bowl, it haS MaDe itS 
way into our peanut butter, bread, tomato sauce, and salad dressing. the average american eats nearly 130 pounds 
of added sugar a year, and 75 percent of 86,000 foods analyzed in one study contained added sweeteners. this 
information is now at the forefront of media, public policy, and water cooler conversation, and  americans are 
 wising up to what a sugar-laden diet means for their health: added pounds that won’t budge; heightened risk of 
alzheimer’s, diabetes, and heart disease; moodiness; fatigue; and cravings that seem to rule their daily lives.

readers came out in droves when Prevention launched its Sugar Smart movement, making The Sugar Smart 
Diet a New York Times bestseller and creating a demand for more sugar-savvy content from the brand. now, 
anne alexander has revamped her popular plan to give readers what they’ve been asking for: an easy-to-follow 
plan that offers great results in less time, with even more tools for success.

new content includes:

 § a new, 21-day plan to sweet freedom that scales back each phase without sacrificing results

 § shopping lists and a more comprehensive dining out guide to make eating on the plan a breeze

 § healthy, delicious recipes the whole family—even veggie-averse kids—will gobble up

 § updated success stories and “Sugar Smart Hacks” from The Sugar Smart Diet test panel

anne alexanDer is the editorial director of Prevention, the leading healthy lifestyle brand in the uS with a total 
readership of 8.7 million in print and more than 6 million online. She is the author of the New York Times bestsellers 
The Sugar Smart Diet and Win the Fat War and a busy mother of three children. She lives in emmaus, pa.

Julia Vantine writes about health from her home in reading, pa.

May
iSBn 978–1–62336–535–6

HarDcoVer $26.99 / $31.50 Can.

Diet

61⁄2" 3 91⁄8" • 304 pages

20 black-and-white photographs

E-book ISBN: 978–1–62336–536–3

MarKeting
•	Multiple, confirmed features and advertising in 

Prevention

•	National author publicity

•	Multiple features on Fitbie and Rodale News

•	Online publicity and promotions

•	Social media via Prevention, Fitbie, Rodale Books, 
and Rodale News

•	Promotional support from Prevention

•	Simultaneous direct-response online marketing 
campaign

p
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truly, Madly pizza
One Incredibly Easy Crust, Countless 
Inspired Combinations & Other 
Irresistible Tidbits to Make 
Handmade Pizza a Nightly Affair
SuZanne lenZer
Foreword by MarK bittMan

Make pizza night interesting again!

no Matter what the firSt Day of a new weeK 
throws at you, no matter how looming the rest of the 
days before the weekend seem, a truly, madly  delicious 
pizza promises something familiar, something reliable, 
something known. it’s confirmation that all the heavi-
ness of the world will be held at bay—if only for a little 
while—by a combination of bubbling mozzarella, 
sweet fennel sausage, and balsamic-glazed radicchio.

beginning with the “Mother crust” recipe, lenzer 
argues that pizza dough is a tabula rasa for whatever 
healthy fresh ingredients you have on hand. to make 
pizza a nightly affair, she suggests preparing the 
dough on Sunday—in less than 30 minutes—freezing 
it, and simply transferring it to the fridge to thaw on 
the morning you plan to cook. lenzer gives the time-
strapped home cook countless combinations for a 
healthy, delicious (and quick!) weeknight meal.

balancing lighter healthy alternatives like Summer 
Squash with lemon Zest and ricotta with indulgent 
options such as Skirt Steak, cress, and gorgonzola, in 
addition to bonus recipes including “Salad thoughts,” 
“Small bites,” and even a few ideas about wine, this 
book covers all the bases. lenzer’s comforting voice 
adds a homey touch to her artisanal recipes and 
immaculately styled photos.

SuZanne lenZer is a new york city–based food 
stylist, writer, and recipe developer. having graduated 
from the institute of culinary education, lenzer is the 
coauthor of the New York Times bestseller Cook like a 
rock Star. She lives with her husband in  Manhattan 
and connecticut.

May
iSBn 978–1–62336–218–8

HarDcoVer $27.50 / $31.99 Can.

cooKing

9" 3 9" • 224 pages • 40 color photographs

E-book ISBN: 978–1–62336–219–5

MarKeting
•	National author publicity

•	National print and online reviews and features

•	Features on Fitbie and Rodale News

•	Social media via author, Fitbie, Rodale Books, and 
Rodale News

•	Promoted in Rodale magazines, e-newsletters, and 
Web sites

•	Promoted via author’s Web site, SuzanneLenzer.com
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i am because you are
How the Spirit of Ubuntu Built a 
Pathway Out of Poverty, 
One Child at a Time
Jacob lieF 
with andrea thoMpSon
Foreword by deSMond tutu

how one college student got motivated, 
challenged the status quo, and started 
a movement

in 1999, teach for aMerica anD city year 
weren’t yet popular post-graduate options, and no 
one talked about social entrepreneurship as a career 
path. but when Jacob lief, a 21-year-old college stu-
dent, traveled to a post-apartheid South africa, he 
was compelled to action. inspired by the spirit of 
ubuntu, roughly translated as “My humanity is bound 
with yours,” lief moved to South africa and, with a 
dedicated team, formed the ubuntu education fund.

Shunning traditional fundraising models, ubuntu 
invests significantly into fewer kids on a grassroots level. 
the nonprofit’s premise goes well beyond building a 
school or offering free lunches—as lief learned, a 
child’s best chance at success happens from “cradle to 
career,” with household stability, structure, and support. 
after more than a decade of hard work on the ground, 
ubuntu’s program has yielded college graduates, while 
other aid-to-africa ventures have failed.

I Am Because You Are offers an eye-opening look at 
how we can affect change from a micro to a global 
level and challenges us to re-examine how any child 
can—and should—be raised to succeed and thrive.

JacoB lieF is the founder of the ubuntu education 
fund. in the summer of 2012 he was named one of 
the 101 most innovative visionaries in the world at the 
Decide now act Summit in london. he lives in new 
york with his wife and two sons.

May
iSBn 978–1–62336–449–6

HarDcoVer $25.99 / $29.99 Can.

MeMoir

6" 3 9" • 304 pages • 16 pages of color photographs

E-book ISBN: 978–1–62336–450–2

MarKeting
•	National author publicity

•	National print and online reviews and features

•	Features on Fitbie and Rodale News

•	Social media via author, Fitbie, Rodale Books, and 
Rodale News

•	Tie-in to author’s speaking engagements

•	Promotional support from the Ubuntu Education Fund

•	Advance Access and Goodreads.com promotions

•	Promoted via UbuntuFund.org
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wanderlust
A Modern Yogi’s Guide to Discovering Your Best Self
JeFF KraSno  
with Sarah herrington and nicole lindStroM

an inspiring road map that combines yoga practices,  
mindfulness techniques, healthy eating tips, and more

liKe the wilDly popular feStivalS that have taKen the yoga worlD by StorM, WANDerlUST iS 
a road map for the millions of people engaged in cultivating their best selves. for the 20 million people who 
grab their yoga mats in the united States every week, this book gives a completely unique way to understand 
“yoga”—not just as something to do in practice, but as a broader principle for living. Wanderlust helps read-
ers navigate their personal path and find their own true north, curating principles that embody the brand  
and  lifestyle—authentic yoga practices, provocative thinking, music, art, good food, eco-friendly activities, 
and more.

each chapter includes expert yoga instruction by renowned teachers; inspiring music playlists to motivate 
readers to practice; thought-provoking art; awesome recipes for delicious, healthy foods to sustain a yoga 
 regimen; and fun, unexpected detours. this wide array of ideas and beautiful visuals is designed to be hyper- 
stimulating—whether a reader follows the arc of the book from beginning to end or dips into chapters at ran-
dom, she is sure to find something pleasing to the eye, to feel motivated to practice, and to want to reach for 
her deepest desires and dreams. this book brings the wanderlust festival experience into any reader’s home.

JeFF KraSno is the cofounder of wanderlust festivals, a series of large-scale events combining yoga and 
 wellness with the arts and spanning the globe from british columbia to australia, from california to chile. 
Krasno oversees festival programming and business development for wanderlust, forging corporate partner-
ships, cultivating licensing opportunities, and developing its studio, teacher training, and apparel extensions.  
he lives in new york city.

May
iSBn 978–1–62336–350–5

PaPerBacK original $24.99 / $28.99 Can.

Yoga

8" 3 91⁄2" • 304 pages 
100 color photographs • 15 color illustrations

E-book ISBN: 978–1–62336–351–2

MarKeting
•	National print reviews and features

•	Features on Fitbie and Rodale News

•	Online publicity and promotions

•	Social media via Wanderlust, Fitbie, Rodale Books, 
Rodale News, and book’s contributors

•	Tie-in to Wanderlust festivals across the country

•	Promoted in Rodale magazines, e-newsletters, and 
Web sites

•	Promoted via author’s Web site, Wanderlust.com, 
and e-newsletters

•	Timed to release for Wanderlust’s 10th anniversary
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Foundation
Redefine Your Core, Conquer Back 
Pain, and Move with Confidence
DR. ERIC GOODMAN AND PETER PARK

A revolutionary fitness model developed 
for top athletes that promises to improve 
posture and transform pain into performance

FOUNDATION OFFERS SOMETHING COMPLETELY 
 different for novices and athletes alike: a simple pro-
gram with powerful and proven results that will rem-
edy bad posture, alleviate back pain, and help readers 
break through fitness challenges and plateaus.

Chiropractor Eric Goodman teams up with trainer 
Peter Park to radically redefine the core—shifting the 
focus from the front of the body to the back. Their 
groundbreaking approach works to strengthen the 
lower back and the full posterior chain and correct 
poor movement patterns by addressing mechanical 
imbalances and weaknesses. Foundation training 
involves simple movement patterns and is equipment 
free, creating maximum power, flexibility, and 
endurance.

Word-of-mouth enthusiasm has inspired both 
 Hollywood luminaries and world-class athletes to 
make Foundation training the core of their fitness 
 programs. Eric and Peter’s client list includes Lance 
Armstrong, NBA star Derek Fisher, world-champion 
surfer Kelly Slater, and Oscar-winner Matthew 
McConaughey.

DR. ERIC GOODMAN developed an innovative 
approach to human performance and movement in his 
work training elite athletes. He lives in Santa Barbara, CA.

PETER PARK, one of the top trainers in the country, 
owns Platinum Fitness gyms. He lives with his wife and 
two children in Santa Barbara, CA.

ISBN 978–1–60961–100–2

PAPERBACK $22.99 / $26.50 Can.

FITNESS

7 1⁄2" � 91⁄8" • 288 pages

150 color photographs • 35 color illustrations

E-book ISBN: 978–1–60961–771–4

Enhanced e-book ISBN: 978–1–60961–772–1

BACKLIST SPOTLIGHT
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total recovery
Breaking the Cycle of 
Chronic Pain and Depression
dr. gary Kaplan, do, 
with donna beech

a groundbreaking solution to help those 
suffering from chronic pain finally recover

chronic pain haS alwayS been a MyStery. for 
the more than 100 million americans who suffer from 
it, their pain often returns at the slightest provocation, 
even when doctors can’t find anything wrong.

in Total recovery, Dr. gary Kaplan argues that we’ve 
been thinking about the nature of pain all wrong, 
resulting in the misdiagnosis of untold numbers of 
patients who receive inadequate, even inappropriate, 
care. physicians continue to diagnose conditions like 
migraines, fibromyalgia, chronic fatigue, chronic back 
pain, depression, anxiety, and ptSD, when a growing 
body of research shows that these are not diseases in 
themselves, but symptoms of inflammation in the 
brain. the cause? not a single event, but a long-term 
accumulation of traumas. every injury, infection, toxin, 
and emotional blow generates inflammation, activated 
by tiny cells in the brain called microglia. these signals 
can keep firing in the nervous system for months, even 
years, to devastating effect.

fortunately, it is possible to quiet inflamed cells 
and restore balance so sufferers can finally address 
the underlying cause of their chronic pain. with 
Dr. Kaplan’s revolutionary new medical model, 
millions of misdiagnosed readers can stop suffering 
an d fully regain their health.

Dr. garY KaPlan, Do, is a pioneer of integrative 
medicine, board certified in both family medicine and 
pain medicine; he is also a clinical associate professor 
at georgetown university and director of the Kaplan 
center for integrative Medicine in Mclean, va.

Donna BeecH is a New York Times bestselling and 
award-winning collaborator.

May
iSBn 978–1–62336–561–5

PaPerBacK $16.99 / $19.50 CAN.

HealtH

6" 3 9" • 272 pages

E-book ISBN: 978–1–62336–276–8

MarKeting
•	Print feature campaign

•	Online publicity and promotions

•	Social media via author and Rodale Books

•	Promoted via authors’ Web site, KaplanClinic.com

now in 
PaPerBacK!
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the better Man project
A How-To Guide for a Stronger, Healthier, Happier Body— 
Without Trying Too Hard
bill phillipS, editor-in-chieF oF Men’S HealTH

the definitive owner’s manual to the male body—one that is as fun as it is useful

Men taKe better care of their carS than they Do their own boDieS, finDing health inforMa-
tion too technical, scary, or boring. written and designed in a guy-friendly manner—think of a cross between 
an owner’s manual to a vintage muscle car and a boy Scout handbook—The Better Man Project aims to change 
that with a practical health guide to help men achieve the holy grail of a well-lived life.

in response to its readers’ calls for more health content in the manner that they’ve come to expect from 
Men’s Health, here is straightforward, personal information delivered with a double-shot of humor. baby boom-
ers and millennials alike will respond to the promise of leaner, stronger, healthier longevity. features include:

 § health and fitness self-tests so readers see how they measure up to other guys their age

 § a decade-by-decade cheat sheet for diagnostic tests men must have

 § special reports on testosterone supplementation, telomere protection, reversing diabetes 
and heart disease, and preventing dementia

 § a troubleshooter’s guide to common ailments and quick fixes

 § a simple plan for losing weight and preserving muscle mass

 § answers to 50 questions men are afraid to ask their doctors

readers who seize this moment and follow the world-class tips in this book can expect the next 40, 50, or 
more years of their lives to be the most active, fun, and satisfying ever.

Bill PHilliPS is editor-in-chief of Men’s Health, the largest men’s magazine in the world. phillips frequently 
appears in the press as a leading expert on men’s issues. he lives in Macungie, pa.

June
iSBn 978–1–62336–555–4

HarDcoVer $26.99 / $31.50 Can.

HealtH / FitneSS

71⁄2" 3 91⁄8" • 496 pages 
150 two-color and black-and-white illustrations

E-book ISBN: 978–1–62336–556–1

MarKeting
•	confirmed coverage in Men’s Health

•	National author publicity

•	National radio interview campaign

•	National print and online reviews and features

•	Dedicated e-mail blasts to Rodale lists

•	Social media via Men’s Health, Rodale Books, and 
Rodale News

•	Advertising and promotional support  
from Men’s Health

•	Simultaneous direct-response online marketing 
campaign

•	Timed to publish for National Men’s Health Week

m
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dr. holly phillips’ exhaustion Solution
The Definitive Guide to Better Sleep,  
Energy, Health, and Vitality
holly phillipS, Md

Finally, a definitive, prescriptive guide to one of america’s top health complaints: 
relentless exhaustion

it’S becoMe the norM to coMplain that we’re alwayS tireD. in Dr. HollY PHIllIPS’ exHAUSTIoN 
 Solution, Dr. holly aims to end this accepted state of exhaustion and send a message to readers that they do not 
have to be drained of energy just because they have a demanding job, a family, or an active social life—or all 
three. She also explains the insidious nature of fatigue, educating readers on the havoc that persistent tiredness 
wreaks on the body and mind, from weight gain and cognitive impairment to even a higher risk of heart attack 
and stroke.

Dr. holly’s passion for the subject stems from the quest to cure her own constant weariness—which she 
struggled with for more than 20 years—as well as the countless complaints of chronic tiredness she hears from 
patients each day in her internal medicine practice. while a few readers might find a link between their fatigue 
and a medical condition such as chronic fatigue syndrome or fibromyalgia, Dr. holly knows that many more will 
discover that diet, exercise, and sleep habits are contributing to their lack of energy.

this guide will help readers understand their exhaustion, rule out any underlying illnesses, correct any  allergies 
or hormonal issues that may be contributing to extreme tiredness, and incorporate lifestyle factors and alternative 
therapies that will improve overall energy. clear, comprehensive, and practical, Dr. Holly Phillips’ exhaustion Solu-
tion shines a bright light on an issue many people have simply accepted—but that they don’t have to any longer.

HollY PHilliPS, MD, is a board-certified general internist with a private practice in Manhattan. She has 
gained nationwide recognition as the medical contributor to cbS news, and she is featured regularly on  
CBS This Morning, CBS evening News, and 48 Hours. She has also appeared on The Dr. oz Show, The Doctors, 
and other programs, and her medical advice has been featured in Vogue, Cosmopolitan, o The oprah Maga-
zine, Town and Country, and elsewhere. She lives in new york, ny.

June
iSBn 978–1–62336–505–9

HarDcoVer $26.99 / $31.50 Can.

HealtH

6" 3 9" • 272 pages

E-book ISBN: 978–1–62336–506–6

MarKeting
•	National author publicity

•	National print and online reviews and features

•	Multiple features on Fitbie and Rodale News

•	Social media via author, Fitbie, Rodale Books, and 
Rodale News

•	Promoted in Rodale magazines, e-newsletters, and 
Web sites

•	Advance Access and Goodreads.com promotions
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Mindfulness
An Eight-Week Plan for Finding 
Peace in a Frantic World
MarK williaMS 
and danny penMan
Foreword by Jon Kabat-Zinn

a set of simple yet powerful secrets that 
alleviate constant anxiety, stress, 
unhappiness, and exhaustion

revolving arounD MinDfulneSS-baSeD 
 cognitive therapy, oxford professor Mark williams 
and award-winning journalist Dr. Danny  penman 
developed a distinctive program consisting of simple 
and straightforward methods of mindfulness medita-
tion. by investing just 10 to 20 minutes each day, 
 readers can dissolve the negative effects that stressful 
demands have on everyday life.

because it is clinically proven to be nearly as effective 
as prescription medication, Mindfulness-based cogni-
tive therapy (Mbct) is widely recommended by uS phy-
sicians and the uK’s national institute for health and 
clinical excellence to treat conditions such as depres-
sion. Mbct is not only limited to remedying depression, 
but it can relieve anxiety, stress, and fatigue as well.

with Mindfulness, achieving a calm and stable mind 
is not an impossible undertaking. these simple steps 
can be easily implemented into your daily routine and 
eventually you will be able to remain in a peaceful 
place where your mind feels naturally content.

MarK williaMS is a professor of clinical psychology 
and a research fellow at oxford and a founding fellow 
of the academy of cognitive therapy. he is the author 
of The Mindful Way Through Depression. he lives in 
england.

DannY PenMan, PHD, is a feature and comment 
writer for the uK’s Daily Mail. after gaining a phD in 
biochemistry, he worked for The Independent and the 
bbc. he lives in england.

iSBn 978–1–60961–895–7

PaPerBacK $15.99 / $18.50 Can.

HealtH / MeDitation

51⁄2" 3 87⁄16" • 288 pages

E-book ISBN: 978–1–60961–199–6

bacKliSt Spotlight
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BOB DRURY

T H E  I N S P I R AT I O N A L  S TO R Y  O F  V E T E R A N S  A ND 
C H I L D R E N  H E A L E D  BY  M A N ’ S  B E S T  F R I E N D

a dog’s gift
The Inspirational Story of 
Veterans and Children 
Healed by Man’s Best Friend
bob drury

a book about the redemptive power of 
canines, told through the lives of service 
dogs and their owners

a DecaDe ago, forMer Military counter- 
intelligence officer terry henry joined his precocious 
young daughter, Kyria, on a trip to a nursing home in 
order to allow its residents to play with their family dog, 
a golden retriever named riley. terry was astounded by 
the transformations that unfolded before his eyes. Soon 
after, terry and Kyria started their service dog organiza-
tion, paws4people, with the goal of pairing dogs with 
human beings in need of healing, including traumatized 
and wounded war veterans and children living with 
physical, emotional, and intellectual disabilities.

in A Dog’s Gift, award-winning journalist and 
author bob Drury movingly captures the story of a 
year in the life of paws4people and the broken bodies 
and souls the organization mends. the book follows 
the journey of pups bred by the organization from 
their loving, if rigorous, early training to an emotional 
event that terry and Kyria have christened “the 
bump,” where each individual service dog chooses its 
new owner through an almost mystical connection 
that ignites the healing process.

incorporating vivid storytelling, insights into canine 
wisdom, history, science, and moving tales of personal 
transformation, A Dog’s Gift is a story of miracles 
bound to be embraced by not only the 60 million 
americans who own dogs, but by anyone with a full 
heart and a loving soul.

BoB DrurY is a contributing editor at Men’s Health 
and the author, coauthor, and editor of multiple best-
selling nonfiction books. he lives in Manasquan, nJ.

June
iSBn 978–1–62336–101–3

HarDcoVer $26.99 / $31.50 Can.

PSYcHologY

51⁄2" 3 87⁄16" • 304 pages • 16 pages of color photographs

E-book ISBN: 978–1–62336–102–0

MarKeting
•	Confirmed coverage by the Men’s Health brand

•	National author publicity

•	NPR interview campaign

•	National print and online reviews and features

•	Rodale News feature

•	Social media via Rodale Books

•	Promotional support from paws4people.org

•	Advance Access and Goodreads.com promotions
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the gut balance revolution
Boost Your Metabolism, Restore Your  
Inner Ecology, and Lose Weight for Good!
gerard e. Mullin, Md

the ultimate diet for a healthy microbiome

your gut MicrobioMe: it’S thoSe trillionS of bacteria that live in your DigeStive tract. if 
they’re balanced just right, with more “good” bacteria than “bad,” excess pounds will melt away and you’ll feel 
better than ever.

from the top authority on the gut microbiome, here’s a plan that will show you how to starve the fat-forming 
bacteria, reseed your gut with beneficial fat-burning ones, and fertilize those friendly flora with just the right 
foods to reboot, rebalance, and renew your health—and lose weight for good. it’s all based on up-to-the-minute 
scientific research. you’ll find:

 § The science behind the system: how balancing your microbiome can burn fat and restore 
health

 § Step-by-step meal plans, plus 50 delicious, easy recipes for quick weight loss

 § An exercise routine for each phase of the process

 § Stories of real people who lost up to 20 pounds in 4 weeks—and kept it off!

gerarD e. Mullin, MD, is an associate professor of medicine and director of integrative gi nutrition Ser-
vices at Johns hopkins university. he is internationally renowned for his work in gastroenterology and nutrition. 
he lives in baltimore, MD.
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MarKeting
•	National author publicity

•	National radio interview campaign

•	National print reviews and features

•	Fitbie and Rodale News features

•	Online publicity and promotions

•	Tie-in to author’s lecture schedule

•	Social media via author, Fitbie, Rodale News,  
and Rodale Books

•	Promoted through Rodale magazines, e-newsletters,  
and Web sites

•	Direct-response online marketing campaign  
in late 2014

•	Promoted on author’s Web site, TheFoodMD.com
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the champion’s Mind
How Great Athletes Think, Train, 
and Thrive
JiM aFreMow, pHd

the athlete’s go-to guide for creating 
mental strength and achieving peak 
performance

even aMong the MoSt elite perforMerS, certain 
athletes stand out as a cut above the rest, able to out-
perform in clutch, game-deciding moments. these 
athletes prove that raw athletic ability doesn’t neces-
sarily translate to a superior on-field experience—it’s 
the mental game that matters most.

Sports participation—from the recreational to the 
collegiate Division i level—is at an all-time high. while 
the caliber of their games may differ, athletes at every 
level have one thing in common: the desire to excel. in 
The Champion’s Mind, sports psychologist Jim 
afremow, phD, offers the same advice he uses with 
olympians, heisman trophy winners, and professional 
athletes, including:

 § How to get in a “zone,” thrive on a team, 
and stay humble

 § How to progress within a sport and sus-
tain long-term excellence

 § Customizable pre-performance routines 
to hit full power when the gun goes off or 
the puck is dropped

The Champion’s Mind distills actionable advice into 
clear and concise steps for athletes looking to develop 
confidence, concentration, and mental prepared-
ness—the edge that sets champions apart.

JiM aFreMow, PHD, is a sports psychologist and 
licensed counselor at arizona State university. he has 
worked closely with athletes at all levels, including 
pros from the Mlb, nba, wnba, nfl, nhl, pga tour, 
and lpga tour, as well as business professionals, per-
forming artists, and others in demanding careers. he 
lives in phoenix.

now in 
PaPerBacK!
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MarKeting
•	Print feature campaign

•	Online publicity and promotions

•	Social media via author and Rodale Books

•	Promoted via authors’ Web site, GoldMedalMind.net
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the cyclist’s bucket list
An Illustrated Celebration of 
Cycling’s Quintessential Experiences
ian dille

an aspirational showcase of lively 
bike adventures

the SMell of lavenDer at a roaDSiDe picnic, 
waiting for the tour de france to race past. the pacific 
ocean view from the 10,000-foot summit of hawaii’s 
haleakalā volcanic crater (after 5 hours of uphill 
 riding). a fresh fat tire ale hitting your lips at the new 
belgium brewery in fort collins, colorado. these, and 
a wide-ranging variety of other experiences, all rooted 
to a specific location or event, comprise The Cyclist’s 
Bucket list. the book will definitively catalog both 
the iconic and little known—the accessible and 
 aspirational—sensory and emotional experiences that 
instill cyclists with a deep passion for the sport.

in this book, ian Dille compiles and showcases the 
world’s quintessential cycling experiences through 
extensive research and interviews with expert sources, 
vivid storytelling, stunning photography, and compel-
ling design. the format includes lengthy in-depth 
descriptions as well as much shorter, easy to consume 
write-ups, ranging from locations such as italy and 
belgium to nova Scotia and texas.

The Cyclist’s Bucket list will serve as an indispen-
sible, lifelong guide for every cyclist.

ian Dille has been a contributing writer for Bicycling 
since 2007 and has scoured the world seeking out 
cycling’s most captivating stories. coauthor of The 
Price of Gold with olympic champion Marty nothstein, 
he has also written for Texas Monthly, outside, and 
Slate. he lives in austin, tX.
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MarKeting
• confirmed coverage in Bicycling magazine

•	National radio interview campaign

•	National print and online reviews and features

•	Multiple features on Fitbie

•	Social media via author, Fitbie, and Rodale Books

•	Timed to release for the Tour de France
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dr. pitcairn’s complete 
guide to natural health 
for dogs & cats
richard h. pitcairn, dVM, pHd, 
and SuSan hubble pitcairn

an easy-to-use, conclusive guide to a 
natural lifestyle for dogs and cats

veterinarian richarD h. pitcairn anD hiS wife, 
Susan hubble pitcairn, are distinguished authorities in 
chemical-free nutrition and natural healing for pets. 
for more than 25 years, this complete guide has dem-
onstrated how both dog and cat owners can provide 
the very best in companionship and lifelong care for 
their pets.

in order to reflect today’s realities, many updates 
have been added along the way, including information 
on environmental matters, lyme disease, and the west 
nile virus. there are also updated recipes for tasty yet 
health-conscious food and treats. Dr. pitcairn and his 
wife additionally provide specific instructions for pre-
venting, diagnosing, and treating a wide range of ani-
mal diseases and disorders—with special attention to 
homeopathic, herbal, and nutritional remedies. this is 
a must-have book for any dog or cat owner who 
wants to achieve natural pet care.

ricHarD H. Pitcairn, DVM, PHD, is a graduate of 
the university of california, Davis, and washington 
State university. Since establishing his private practice 
in homeopathic veterinary medicine, he opened a 
clinic offering only holistic animal care in eugene, or.

SuSan HuBBle Pitcairn was the driving force for 
the completion of the first edition of this book.

iSBn 978–1–57954–973–2
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THE

The 28-DAY PLAN to Improve Your Health, 
Increase Your Energy, and Reduce Disease

JAYSON CALTON, PHD, AND MIRA CALTON, CN

MIRACLE

the Micronutrient 
Miracle
The 28-Day Plan to Improve Your 
Health, Increase Your Energy, and 
Reduce Disease
JaySon calton, pHd, 
and Mira calton, cn

an innovative guide to reverse illness and 
common ailments by tackling hidden 
nutritional deficiencies

our poor health anD growing waiStlineS 
can be traced back to the hidden crisis of a micronutri-
ent deficiency. More than 90 percent of all americans 
are deficient in at least one of these health-promoting 
vitamins and minerals and don’t even know it.

according to Jayson and Mira calton, micronutri-
ents—vitamins and minerals essential for optimum 
health—are being stripped from our diet and depleted 
by our lifestyle habits. and these deficiencies cause 
today’s most common illnesses. Mira herself developed 
advanced osteoporosis at the age of 30. but with Jay-
son’s help, she reversed her disease through micronutri-
ent therapy. these authors are now ready to share this 
incredible cure-all program with readers everywhere.

complete with cutting-edge science and success 
stories, The Micronutrient Miracle reveals how our hab-
its may be depleting essential micronutrients and pro-
vides an easy, prescriptive plan to reverse these effects. 
this book will appeal to a wide variety of readers, 
regardless of their preferred dietary profile, including 
low-carb, low-fat, vegan, and even paleo options.

JaYSon B. calton, PHD, and Mira calton, cn, 
are leading experts in micronutrients and operate 
 calton nutrition and the calton institute of lifestyle 
Medicine. they are the authors of Naked Calories and 
rich Food, Poor Food and have a regular column in 
First for Women magazine. they live in Sarasota, fl.
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MarKeting
•	National author publicity

•	National radio interview campaign

•	National print and online reviews and features

•	Multiple features on Fitbie and Rodale News

•	Social media via authors, Fitbie, Rodale Books, and 
Rodale News

•	Promoted in Rodale magazines, e-newsletters, and 
Web sites

•	Simultaneous direct-response online marketing 
campaign

•	Promoted via author’s Web site, CaltonNutrition.com
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After Cancer Care
The Definitive Self-Care Guide to 
Getting and Staying Well for 
Patients After Cancer
GERALD LEMOLE, MD, 
PALLAV MEHTA, MD, AND 
DWIGHT McKEE, MD
FOREWORD BY DR. MEHMET OZ

The comprehensive, evidence-based 
resource for a robust, healthy, joyful life 
after cancer treatment

AFTER THE INTENSE EXPERIENCE AND RANGE OF 
emotion that comes with surgery, radiation, or chemo-
therapy (or all three), cancer patients often find them-
selves with little or no guidance when it comes to their 
health post-treatment. After Cancer Care, from Drs. 
Gerald Lemole, Pallav Mehta, and Dwight McKee, is 
the much-needed authoritative, approachable guide 
that fills this gap.

According to Drs. Lemole, Mehta, and McKee, your 
choices in diet, exercise, and even relationships can 
help determine your propensity for relapse. With more 
than three decades of post-cancer-care experience, 
the doctors break down this science into palatable, 
practical takeaways so that readers will drastically 
improve their quality of life to enjoy many years of 
cancer-free serenity. 

GERALD M. LEMOLE, MD, is a board-certified sur-
geon, thoracic surgeon, and integrative doctor. The 
author of Facing Facial Pain and The Healing Diet, he 
lives in Huntingdon Valley, PA. PALLAV MEHTA, MD, 
is the chief of the division of hematology and oncology 
and the medical director of the cancer program at Holy 
Redeemer Hospital and Medical Center in Pennsylvania. 
He lives in Philadelphia. DWIGHT L. McKEE, MD, is 
board certified in internal medicine, medical oncology, 
hematology, nutrition, and integrative and holistic 
medicine. He lives in Aptos, CA.
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MARKETING
• National author publicity

• National print and online reviews and features

• Rodale News features

• Social media via Rodale Books and Rodale News
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tighten your tummy 
in 2 weeks
Lose Up to 4 Inches Off Your Waist & 
12 Pounds of Fat in Only 14 Days!
ellington darden, pHd

a twice-a-week workout and easy-to-follow 
diet that targets belly fat first

the proof iS in the pictureS: woMen with viSibly 
tighter tummies after 2 weeks and total-body transfor-
mations just 6 to 12 weeks later. Some 40 women 
tested the diet and exercise program in Tighten Your 
Tummy in 2 Weeks under the direction of author and 
fitness expert ellington Darden, phD, who documented 
success stories in remarkable before and after photo-
graphs. readers can expect results similar to Darden’s 
test panel—waistline reductions of several inches and 
up to 12 pounds of fat loss in just 2 weeks.

a special resistance exercise technique called 
 “negative-accentuated training” triggers fat cells to 
burn and release fat, effectively “spot-reducing” the 
belly, butt, and thighs. based on the science behind 
Darden’s book The Body Fat Breakthrough, the pro-
gram involves just two 20-minute workouts a week 
and a reduced-calorie diet that targets belly fat but 
still embraces carbohydrates, the body’s preferred fuel. 
readers can control portions and keep calories in 
check effortlessly with Darden’s own recipes and 
microwaveable meal options. following the last meal 
of the day, readers are encouraged to take a brisk 
walk to burn off “dinner calories.” Superhydration—
drinking a gallon a day of ice water—aids digestion, 
burns extra calories, and curbs appetite. a unique ton-
ing exercise called “the tummy vacuum” strengthens 
core muscles that cause tummies to sag when weak.

ellington DarDen, PHD, author of The Body Fat 
Breakthrough, is a respected figure in the fitness 
industry. he lives in windermere, fl.
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MarKeting
•	National radio interview campaign

•	National print features and reviews

•	Fitbie features

•	Online publicity and promotions

•	Promoted in Rodale magazines, e-newsletters, and 
Web site

•	Promoted via author’s Web site, DrDarden.com
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the paleo diet 
for athletes
The Ancient Nutritional Formula for 
Peak Athletic Performance
loren cordain, pHd, 
and Joe Friel, MS

a breakthrough nutrition strategy for 
optimum athletic performance, weight loss, 
and peak health based on the Stone age 
diet humans were designed to eat

paleo-Style DietS are all the rage aS fitneSS 
enthusiasts, including the booming nation of cross-
fitters, have adopted high-protein, low-processed-
food diets to fuel their exercise. it all began with the 
publication of the book The Paleo Diet by renowned 
scientist loren cordain, phD, who presented a break-
through plan for weight loss and disease prevention 
without dieting or exercising. in 2005, Dr. cordain 
joined with endurance coach Joe friel to write The 
Paleo Diet for Athletes.

this updated and revised edition specifically targets 
runners, triathletes, and other serious amateur ath-
letes. cordain and friel show that by using the foods 
our bodies were designed to eat—protein, fruits and 
vegetables, healthy fats, and even some saturated 
fats—anyone can achieve total-body fitness and dra-
matically improve strength and cardiovascular effi-
ciency. The Paleo Diet for Athletes offers guidelines for 
what to eat before, during, and after a workout or 
competition along with simple, tasty recipes packed 
with wholesome ingredients.

loren corDain, PHD, a world-renowned scientist 
and expert on paleolithic diets, is a professor in the 
department of health and exercise science at colorado 
State university. he lives in fort collins, co.

Joe Friel, MS, is founder and president of ultrafit, 
llc, an association of elite endurance coaches. his 
books include The Cyclist’s Training Bible and The 
 Triathlete’s Training Bible. he lives in Scottsdale, aZ.
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the Mindful Mom-to-be
A Modern Doula’s Guide to Building 
a Healthy Foundation from 
Pregnancy Through Birth
lori bregMan 
with SteFani newMan
Foreword by Molly SiMS

a mind/body approach to pregnancy 
and motherhood

aS a natural, holiStic approach to  pregnancy 
has resurfaced, women everywhere are looking to 
doulas—not doctors—for advice and support. what’s 
a doula? in short, it’s a trained professional who 
 provides physical, emotional, and informational sup-
port to a mother before, during, and just after birth. 
Studies have shown that when doulas attend births, 
labors are shorter with fewer complications, babies are 
healthier, and breastfeeding is easier. 

The Mindful Mom-To-Be offers lots of concrete, 
 prescriptive health information, including natural solu-
tions for aches and pains, colds, or trouble sleeping, 
but lori bregman’s primary goal is to help expectant 
moms find what works best for them. 

with themes like “living in Joy,” “Destress and 
Decompress,” and “Mothering yourself” to accompany 
each month of pregnancy, bregman encourages soon-
to-be mothers to take time to explore their inner 
thoughts and fears, and examine their expectations of 
motherhood before their child arrives. her spiritual exer-
cises are positive, fun, and easy to put into practice.

lori BregMan is the founder of the rooted for life 
pregnancy coaching program, a complete body, mind, 
and spirit support system that helps women through 
fertility, pregnancy, birth, and into new motherhood. 
currently she blogs for ModernMom.com, Mind body 
green, and at her own blog, rooted for life. She lives 
in Santa Monica, ca.
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MarKeting
•	National print and online reviews and features

•	Rodale News feature

•	Social media via author, Rodale Books, and 
Rodale News

•	Local events and publicity in Los Angeles

•	Promoted in Rodale magazines, e-newsletters, and 
Web sites

•	Promoted via author’s Web site, RootedForLife.com
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The Healthy You! Diet
The 14-Day Plan to Weight Loss with 
100 Delicious Recipes for Clean Eating
DAWNA STONE

Cut sugar, dairy, gluten, and more in this 
 step-by-step elimination program

EVEN WHILE COMPETING ON (AND EVENTUALLY 
winning) The Apprentice: Martha Stewart, Dawna 
Stone always knew that her first passion was health 
and fitness. She has gone on to gather thousands of 
loyal fans through her Healthy You Facebook group 
who are eager to follow her diet plan and cook from 
her clean eating program.

The Healthy You! Diet is a twofold volume that 
starts with a 14-day elimination plan that gradually 
(and easily!) helps readers kick sugar, wheat, dairy, 
processed foods, soda, red meat, and alcohol to the 
curb. Moving into the clean phase, Stone guides 
readers through a diet free of these foods in order to 
focus on nourishment and rejuvenation of the body. 
This clean phase will lead to successful and sustained 
weight loss and a resurgence of energy that keeps 
Stone’s fans coming back for more long after they’ve 
achieved their weight-loss goals.

Stone provides more than 100 deliciously motivating 
recipes to keep the weight off in a healthy way. This 
book is everything fans need to jumpstart clean habits 
for life. With her motivating text and positive you-can-
do-it attitude, Dawna Stone will get everyone up out of 
their weight-loss rut and excited to be in the kitchen.

DAWNA STONE is the founder of Women’s Running 
magazine and the Women’s Half Marathon Series (she 
sold both companies in 2012). She won NBC’s The 
Apprentice: Martha Stewart in 2005. She has appeared 
on the Today show, Bethenny, Martha Stewart, and this 
fall will be seen as the new health coach on HSN. An 
avid runner and triathlete, she lives in St. Petersburg, FL, 
with her husband and two children.
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MARKETING
• National author publicity

• National radio interview campaign

• National print reviews and features

• Multiple features on Fitbie and Rodale News

• Online publicity and promotions

• Dedicated e-mail blast to Rodale Books opt-in list

• Social media via author, Fitbie, Rodale Books, and 
Rodale News

• Promoted in Rodale magazines, e-newsletters, and 
Web sites

• Promoted via author’s Web site, DawnaStone.com, 
and e-newsletters
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the Women’s Health 
little book of exercises
Four Weeks to a Leaner, Sexier, 
Healthier You!
adaM caMpbell

the best muscle-building workouts from 
Women’s Health in a compact package

baSeD on the wilDly SucceSSful WoMeN’S 
Health Big Book of exercises, this portable handbook 
offers readers step-by-step instructions (and color 
photos) on how to perfectly execute the best fat-
torching, muscle-toning exercises ever choreographed. 
this essential workout guide is for any woman—from 
beginner to expert—who wants to lose weight fast, 
build strength, and tone those terrible trouble spots, 
namely the belly, butt, and thighs.

complete with fast, effective workouts for home 
use or to take to the gym, this easy-to-tote package 
gives readers access to their favorite routines wherever 
they go. the guidebook details “main moves” for tar-
geting each major muscle group and then shows read-
ers variations that make the moves more challenging 
and effective. other highlights:

 § the best new exercise to firm flabby arms

 § the ultimate circuit for a swimsuit ready 
body

 § the fastest cardio workout of all time

 § plus 10 new workouts and an exercise log 
to track progress

from start to finish, this shape-up manual bulges 
with hundreds of useful tips, breakthrough science, and 
cutting-edge workouts from the world’s top trainers. 
best of all, it’ll help readers shape a body that will ensure 
a longer, healthier, happier lifetime.

aDaM caMPBell is editor of Menshealth.com and 
is a nSca-certified strength and conditioning coach. 
he lives in allentown, pa.
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MarKeting
•	Print feature campaign

•	Online publicity and promotions

•	Social media via Women’s Health, Fitbie, Rodale 
Books, and Rodale News

•	Promotional support from Women’s Health
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the Men’s Health 
little book of exercises
Four Weeks to a Leaner, Stronger, 
More Muscular You!
adaM caMpbell

the best muscle-building workouts from 
Men’s Health in a compact package

baSeD on the wilDly SucceSSful MeN’S HeAlTH 
Big Book of exercises, this portable handbook offers 
readers step-by-step instructions (and color photos) 
on how to perfectly execute the best fat-torching, 
 muscle-building exercises known to man. this essential 
workout guide is for anyone who wants to lose weight 
fast and build a better body. 

complete with fast, effective workouts for home use 
or to take to the gym, this easy-to-tote package gives 
readers access to their favorite routines wherever they 
go. the guidebook details “main moves” for targeting 
each major muscle group and then shows readers vari-
ations that make the moves more challenging and 
effective. other highlights:

 § the best core exercises for a six pack

 § body-weight workouts to do anywhere

 § a circuit workout that’ll add inches to a 
man’s arms

 § the best chest exercise to boost a guy’s 
max benchpress

 § plus 10 new exercise plans and a 
workout log

from start to finish, this muscle manual bulges with 
hundreds of useful tips, breakthrough science, and 
cutting-edge workouts from top trainers.

aDaM caMPBell is editor of Menshealth.com and 
a nSca- certified strength and conditioning coach. he 
lives in allentown, pa.
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MarKeting
•	Print feature campaign

•	Online publicity and promotions

•	Social media via Men’s Health, Fitbie, Rodale Books, 
and Rodale News

•	Promotional support from Men’s Health
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Meb for Mortals
Harness the Training Methods of a 
Champion Marathoner to Achieve 
Peak Running Performance
MEB KEFLEZIGHI 
WITH SCOTT DOUGLAS

An exclusive look at a champion 
marathoner’s elite training methods, which 
readers can adopt themselves

WITH HIS HISTORIC WIN AT THE 2014 BOSTON 
 Marathon, Meb Keflezighi cemented his legacy as one 
of the great champions of long-distance running. 
 Runners everywhere wanted to know how someone 
two weeks away from his 39th birthday, who had only 
the 15th best time going into the race, could defeat 
the best field in Boston Marathon history and become 
the first American man to win the race in 31 years.

Meb For Mortals describes in unprecedented detail 
how three-time Olympian Keflezighi prepares to take 
on the best runners in the world. More important, the 
book shows everyday runners how to implement the 
training, nutritional, and mental principles that have 
guided him throughout his long career, which in addi-
tion to this year’s Boston win includes an Olympic sil-
ver medal and the 2009 New York City Marathon title.

MEB KEFLEZIGHI’S victory at the 2014 Boston Mara-
thon made him the first American man to win the race 
in 31 years. He’s won more than a dozen national 
titles and is a three-time US Olympian. Meb is also the 
founder of the MEB Foundation, which funds pro-
grams that promote fitness and other positive lifestyle 
choices for children. He lives in San Diego, CA.

SCOTT DOUGLAS is senior content editor for 
 Runner’s World’s Web site. He is the coauthor of six 
other running books. He lives in Portland, ME.
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MARKETING
• Confirmed coverage in Runner’s World

• National and regional author publicity

• National radio interview campaign

• National print and online features and reviews

• Fitbie features

• Social media via Fitbie, Rodale Books, and 
Runner’s World

• Promotional support from Runner’s World

• Promoted on author’s Web site, MarathonMeb.com
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